
Seamless Roof  
Solutions by Cozifoam 
Roof  Armor Systems 

Waterproof, Insulate, Relax

Headache-free, Durable Solutions for Every Roof  Type



Why a Seamless Roofing 
System?

• Every inch of  a seamed, glued, or bonded joint in the membrane is a 
potential leak, dependent on the skill and attention of  the installer.

• Spray applied membranes are seamless, like paint on a wall.
• Cozifoam Roofing Systems are fully adhered – excellent wind uplift and 

extreme weather resistance.
• Self-flashing -excellent adhesion to flashings,  roof  penetrations.
• Not ballasted, so if  leaks occur, they are much easier to find.



What is a Sustainable Roofing System?
A ‘sustainable’ roofing system must be one that 
can be renewed indefinitely, never needing to be 
completely torn off  and replaced.

On the roof  shown, the degraded coating can be 
replaced at a fraction of  the cost of  a new roof.  
The underlying foam is not wasted but continues 
to benefit the building.

‘Sustainable’ building elements are also ‘green’ 
because they send less material to landfills, use 
fewer natural resources, and provide energy 
efficiencies.

Sprayfoam roofing systems are the only 
sustainable systems available today!
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in 

Extreme 
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Why Are 
Sprayfoam 

and Polyurea 
Systems 

More 
Durable 

Now Than 
Ever 

Before?

Huge advances have been made in the 
formulation of  spray-applied membranes.

Some coatings in sprayfoam roofing 
systems not suitable to the climate in 
Canada have been tried without adequate 
research and testing, resulting in 
spectacular failures.

Cozifoam Roof  Armor Systems has 
researched and tested coatings that can 
withstand the rigours of  the Canadian 
environment.



Polyurea Coatings-
Time-tested and 

Durable!

•Pure polyurea coatings were 
developed as pond liners and 
chemical and water-resistant 
coatings for use as containment 
liners for tank farms.  

•The oldest pure polyurea tank 
farm liners are now nearly 25 
years old, and still in use!  Very 
UV resistant!

•Polyurea formulations have 
been tailored to roofing 
application. 



Why are Cozifoam’s Spray-Applied 
Membranes Generally Less Expensive?

Lower labour costs, as a 
complete tear-off  is 
rarely required.

Lower landfill and 
trucking costs for waste 
products.

Spray applied 
membranes are self-
adhering, requiring no 
mechanical fasteners.

Replacement of  existing 
flashings, roof  
penetrations not 
required.



Why Is Added 
Insulation a Benefit?

•Most older buildings (especially 
commercial buildings) have very little 
roof  insulation.  R5 or less is very 
common.

•Poor insulation raises heating/cooling 
costs, making space rental less 
competitive.

•Lessees may vacate in search of  a less 
expensive location.

•Sprayfoam roofing systems are proven 
to reduce energy costs.



“

”

Mr. Scott monitored energy savings on 27 different buildings 
that had received SPF roofs from 1980 to

1984. The results were astounding. TAMU was able to recover 
the complete cost of  the roof

application through energy savings in an average of  four and 
one-half  years.

Case Study – Comparison of  Conventional and SPF Roofing Systems 

The Experience at Texas A&M University 



Why Is 
Sprayfoam 
Insulation 

Best?

Currently the most efficient insulator known 
to man – used exclusively on space vehicles, 
where the temperature is -273 ℉.

No mechanical fasteners required, which 
transmit heat to the surface, reducing 
insulation efficiency by as much as 48%.

No cracks between sheets of  insulation, which 
reduce efficiency and can produce ‘frost 
points’ and interior condensation problems.

Even 1.5” of  sprayfoam topped with a 
polyurea coating eliminates condensation and 
ice-damming.



Cracks in board stock 
insulation applications.

Board stock insulation can never be laid 
without cracks.

Buildings are never perfectly square, cutting 
pieces to fit perfectly never happens.



What does this look like on your roof?
‘The effect of  Metal Fasteners is not negligible as considered by general standards. In fact, they 

are seen to cause as much as 48% change in the effective R-Value of  the assembly …’ 
Three-Dimensional Heat Transfer Analysis of  Metal Fasteners in Roofing Assemblies published Nov 29, 2016.



What Type of  Roofs Can Cozifoam 
Refurbish?

• New Construction – A seamless 
sprayfoam/polyurea roofing system 
can be applied over virtually any 
substrate – Q-deck, plywood, OSB, 
concrete, metal.

• Tar and gravel, also called Built Up 
Roofing (BUR)

• Torch-on, or SBS Modified Bitumen 

roofing

• EPDM, adhered or ballasted

• TPO, PVC membranes

• Metal

• Failed sprayfoam roofing

• Shingle replacement



Refurbishing Tar and Gravel Roofs
The surface is cleaned by scrubbing with powered sweepers, then vacuuming to remove dust, debris, and loose gravel.

A clean surface ensures excellent adhesion, prevents lateral water 
migration.

Loose gravel and debris is removed and disposed of, but not 
stripped to the roof  deck.



High density roofing foam is applied over the 
substrate, followed by a polyurea coating.



EPDM Refurbishing
Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer. It is a synthetic rubber derived from oil and natural gas (ethylene propylene).  Very similar to inner 
tube material for  a bicycle or automobile.  It’s laid down as roll material, then seamed.  It can be glued down, or ballasted (covered with 

rocks) to prevent wind uplift.

• The failed EPDM membrane is 
removed, replaced with Cozifoam.



Common EPDM failure



Before Cozifoam …



After Cozifoam …



Common TPO and PVC Membrane Issues …
Polyvinyl chloride, also called vinyl roofing.  TPO stands for Thermoplastic Polyolefin. Both of  these membranes are laid down as 

roll material, then seamed with glue. Seams must be meticulously glued, glue often fails, material is easily cracked.





PVC and 
TPO 

Refurbishing





Metal Roofs – Eliminating Leaks, Ice-damming, 
and Interior Condensation Issues





Torch-on or SBS Roofs



Torch-on refurbishing before and after



Common Torch-
on Issues – Seam 

Failure and 
Cracking

A torch-on roof  has hundreds of  
feet of  seams, every inch being a 
liability.  The aging process robs the 
material of  its elasticity, and bends 
soon become cracks.



Low-Slope Shingle 
Replacement



Low-slope, three substrates, joint issues



Failed 
Sprayfoam 

Roof  
Refurbishing



Refurbished sprayfoam roof, insulation value of  old sprayfoam maintained, new seamless parapet-to-parapet 
membrane installed.  15 year No-Nonsense-If-It-Leaks-We’ll-Fix-It warranty provided.



Protect Your Investment With A Cozifoam Roof  Maintenance Program!



“

”

Your roof  is one of  the most expensive elements of  your 
building envelope, so it only makes sense to protect it.

WHY DOES MY ROOF NEED MAINTENANCE?

People tend to think that as long as their roof  doesn’t leak, there’s no need for roof  
maintenance. This is not true. Why? Because every roof  is constantly under attack from 

weather extremes, dirt and debris accumulation, third party damage, structural 
movement and even chemicals in the atmosphere. Regular maintenance is needed to 

detect problems when they can still be corrected easily and inexpensively.

Firestone Building Products and the Roofing Industry Alliance for Progress have done long-
term studies that reveal building owners who have roof  maintenance contracts extend their 

roof ’s lifespan by as much as 61%, reducing their lifetime roof  cost by 56%!



What services will a Cozifoam Roof  Maintenance Program include?

The Cozifoam Roof  Maintenance Program includes one yearly inspection of  your roof, even other roofing 
systems besides your Cozifoam roof, including:

 Checking for and repairing loose flashings
 Checking and cleaning roof  drains and scuppers
 Cleaning and removing accumulated debris
 Checking for and repairing third party damage (i.e. damage caused by maintenance technicians (i.e. HVAC), 

passersby, animals)
 Checking for and repairing damage from extreme weather
 Provide a written report on the condition of  the roof  to the building owner
 Repair or replacement of  damaged areas is limited to 1% of  the total roof  area per year, that means 100 

individual repairs to a roof  of  10,000 sq. ft. (Each repair counts as 1 sq. ft.)
 The Maintenance Program is renewable on a yearly basis or can be prepaid for the term you desire. A 10% 

discount applies to prepaid Maintenance Agreements.

Cost?  Our programs start at 10¢/sq.ft.  (Prior inspection necessary)



Questions?

Seamless Insulation and Waterproofing Solutions 

The LAST Flat Roof  You’ll EVER Need!

www.cozifoam.ca

1-844-RUF-ARMR

http://www.cozifoam.ca/
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